Statistical analyses indicated (i) that the floras of individual samples taken from the depth of sulci with nickel-plated Morse 00 scalers were highly reproducible and representative of the flora present at any given time, (ii) that the different compositions of floras of different people with similar clinical signs were statistically highly significant, and (iii) that floras of different affected sites may differ significantly in some (two of three) people at any one time or may differ from week to week in other people (one of three). Thus the flora composition of individual sites appears to be in dynamic flux, probably in response either to environmental changes or to host responses. There was no evidence that double sampling per se (two single passes with 00 scalers) changed the composition of the flora. Repeat samples taken after 1 week were slightly more similar to the initial samples than were samples taken after 3 weeks.
agar medium and repicked to assure purity. If the streaked isolates produced more than one colony type, representatives of each colony type were picked and identified.
Isolates were identified by Gram stain, electrophoretic pattern of soluble cellular proteins (7) , chromatographic analysis of acid and gaseous products, and 30 or more biochemical and cultural tests as required for individual taxa (4) .
The data were analyzed by Good's L (or lambda) test (3, 9) on the basis of the geometric mean of the percent concentrations of the taxa shared by each of the samples being compared and on the basis of the minimum percent similarity of the shared taxa. For example, if species X were 3% of the isolates from sample A and 12% of isolates from sample B, then the geometric-mean similarity is the square root of (3 x 12) = 6%, and the minimum similarity (of these two samples, for this species) is 3%, which is the actual percentage of the flora that the two bacteriological samples have in common. The summations of such values for all taxa shared by the two samples are called the geometric-mean similarity g and the minimum similarity g', respectively, of the two samples.
Briefly, for L analysis (3, 9) the similarity of each sample compared with every other sample is determined. Then the mean similarity (g) between the two subgroups is divided by the mean similarity within the two subgroups to obtain an observed ratio, L. The probability that two subgroups having the observed mean within-subgroup similarity and the observed (usually lower) mean between-subgroup similarity (i.e., two groups that are this distinct) could occur among these samples by chance alone is then determined by dividing the total population of samples into two subgroups of the same size at random 1,000 times and calculating L each time. If no random assignment produces an equally low (or lower) L ratio, then the probability that the observed L could occur by chance alone is less than 0.001.
RESULTS
In this study, 132 taxa among 1,337 isolates were identified to species (or subspecies or serotype where possible). The distribution of species that comprised at least 1% of the flora in any one person is given in Table 3. VARIATION IN PERIODONTAL FLORAS   721   TABLE 1. Site sample schedule   Person  Wk   Site" and sampleb  1  0  Al, A2. Bi, B2, Cl, C2   1  A3, A4, B3, B4  3  B5, B6, C3, C4   2  0  Al, A2, B1, B2, Cl, C2  1  B3, B4, C3, C4  3  A3, A4  C5, C6  3  0 Al. A2. Bi. B2, Cl1 C2 The results of the analyses of the similarity of duplicate samples, between sites within each person, and between times (weeks) within persons is shown in Table 4 . Similarity values within each subset and between subsets, as calculated by both minimum and geometric-mean similarity, are listed. High probability values indicate similarity, and low probability values indicate dissimilarity, of the subgroups. The numbers of taxa shared between weeks in each person are shown in Table 5 .
The distribution of dissimilarity as calculated from minimum similarity values is shown in Table 6 , and the distribution of dissimilarity as calculated from geometric-mean similarity values is shown in Table 7 . The individual dissimilarity values used to obtain the data in these tables were obtained by subtracting each similarity value from 100 (because 100 would be the similarity value if there were no difference between the two samples). 14M, C   5  1  1  1  0  0  1  2  30D, A  5  2  1  1  2  2  1  3D,B   5  2  1  0  1  2  1   14D,C   5  2  1  1  2  1  1  3   30M, A   6  2  2  1  2  2  1   3M,B   6  2  2  1  2  2  1   14M, C   6  2  2  1  2  2  1 a Subject 1 was a 38-year-old black man, subject 2 was 52-year-old white man and subject 3 was a 37-year-old black man. Whole mouth measurements were taken on week 0 immediately after bateriological sampling. Whole mouth measurements also were taken only on subject 2 immediately after sampling on week 1. Measurements were taken on all subjects at the completion of the experiment. No change in pocket depths was observed.
DISCUSSION
Military tooth numbering system. C Plaque index of Silness and Loe (11 bIn this column the word same means that the sites compared were sampled at the same sample times. c W'n, mean within subset; B'n, mean between subsets; P, probability. The two columns headed W'n correspond to the first and second subsets. d All first samples in one subset were compared with all second samples in the second subset as if they were replicate trials. Nearly identical results were obtained, which indicates that there was no immediate effect of sampling per se on the flora composition.
samples at random to two groups of the same size] and 2 is added to the number (1,000) of random test comparisons: 1,001/1,002 = 0.999.) The observed results give assurance that single samples are representative of the flora sampled, with an overall error among 21 pairs of 30-isolate samples of only 0.6% (minimum similarity) or 3.0% (geometric-mean similarity).
The highly representative nature of individual samples may surprise some readers, who will note the seemingly low (37% minimum and 49% geometric-mean) similarity among duplicate samples. However, this is to be expected because there are several scores of bacterial species in most sites at any one time, and it is impossible to detect all of them among 30 isolates taken at random from a single sample. Thus, multiple samples are required to differentiate, with statistical accuracy, between the floras of people, sites within people, times within sites, or, for that matter, between different disease states. Although larger samples (more isolates per sample) show greater similarity, the large proportion of variation that occurs between people and within disease classification indicates that more can be learned about the causes of periodontitis by taking more samples (e.g., more people, sites, or weeks) than can be learned by identifying more isolates from few samples. As we have emphasized earlier (9), the variation among samples within sites is more apparent than real.
Comparisons between persons. Fourteen 30-isolate samples per person were sufficient to show a statistically highly significant difference of flora compositions in different people (Table 4 (6) .
The data indicate that, although all of the sites were probed in each of the patients before these trials, the floras of individual sites remained distinct. Thus, probing with same instrument did not appear to distribute a uniform flora to all periodontal sites in each patient.
Week-to-week variation also is perhaps not the same among persons. It appeared that the greatest change (although it was not statistically significant) was in person 1, the only person in which the flora of the test sites did not differ significantly. The data suggest that the variation observed during 3 weeks usually was less than that observed among different affected sites at any one time in the same subject. Although the minimum and geometric-mean similarity calculations produced similar results for differences between sites within people, in five of six comparisons between weeks within people the geometric-mean calculations showed slightly greater sensitivity (lower probability). This might indicate that the week-to-week variation had a component of substantial change in relative numbers of certain species in one or more sites. The number of species shared from week to week is shown in Table 5 .
Distribution of dissimilarity. The relative importance of variation in composition of the flora of different people, different periodontal sites at any given time within people, week-to-week variation in the same sulci, and duplicate samples is shown in Tables 6 and 7 . In these calculations, nonindependence of samples was taken into account (see below). The difference between people was a major source of sample variation, even though the pocket depths and disease classification were comparable in all three subjects. In person 1 the floras of the three different sites were relatively similar (contributed less dissimilarity), but the change in the flora during the 3-week period was an important source of variation. Apparently, the change was reasonably similar among the three sites.
The data in Tables 4, 6 , and 7 indicate that duplicate samples show relatively little variation, indicating that individual samples are reasonably representative of the flora at any given site and time; site-to-site variation in some people is a major source of variance ( estimate of Pi and n,1M2 = qj is an estimate of Qi. The "geometricmean" measure of similarity in the pair of populations is defined as Y V\PiQi (1) . It is estimated by X Vp,qi, which we have called g although it is only an estimate.
A formula for the variance of g was given by van Belle and Ahmad (12) , namely: var (g) (1/4) (11Ml + 11M2)(1 -g2) (1) It can be proved (Good and Smith, submitted for publication) that: cov (gpq,gqr) = (4M2)-' (gpr -gpqgqr) (2) where the notations are self-explanatory.
In the present paper we have computed a confidence interval for various subtotals of dissimilarities. Each such calculation used formulas (1) and (2) with the g's all taken as equal to the mean similarity of all the pairs of bacteriological samples in the subset corresponding to the subtotal.
As an initial estimate of the variance of g (or the dissimilarity 1 -g) for a given subtotal, we computed s2 = yj(g, -g)2/(N -1) where gi is the estimated similarity for one pair of bacteriological samples. This estimate does not allow for the covariances between pairs of similarity measures. We therefore adjusted it by multiplying by 1 + [(n,. x covariance)/(n,. x variance)] where n, is the number of nonzero covariance terms, and n, = N is the number of variance terms. The ratio of covariance to variance is approximated by (4M2)-f (gpr -gpqgqr)/[(114) (Ml-+ M2-1)(1 -g2)]. Since we have assumed that gpr, etc., are all equal to g, and since the M's are all equal to 30, we may write this approximation as (1/2)(g -g2)/(1 -g2) = (1/2)gI(1 + g). We assume a corresponding result for g'.
As an example of the calculation of n, and nC, consider the total similarity. There are 42 bacteriological samples in all, giving (4) = 861 pairs. The number of covariance terms is equal to the number of pairs of pairs that have a bacteriological sample in common and is 3 (432) = 34440.
